STATE QUALIFIERS
ADE OSHINOWO - INDOOR SHOT PUT - 2nd Place
JANEA KENDRICK - INDOOR HIGH JUMP - 7th Place
ADE OSHINOWO - OUTDOOR SHOT PUT - 4th Place
ADE OSHINOWO - OUTDOOR DISCUS - 7th Place
ALL-STATE IN TWO EVENTS !!!!!!
JANEA KENDRICK - OUTDOOR HIGH JUMP - Tie 18th

"ALL-CONFERENCE" ATHLETES
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS
ADE OSHINOWO - INDOOR SHOT, OUTDOOR SHOT & DISCUS
JANEA KENDRICK - INDOOR HIGH JUMP, OUTDOOR HIGH JUMP & LONG JUMP
800 MEDLEY RELAY - QUIANA EVANS, MOLLY PFAFF, LAUREN SHIMMON, JESSICA PANCOSKA
3200 RELAY - CHARITY PRUITT, KARA PAWLAK, SARA LARSON, SARAH CHRISTL
4 NEW SCHOOL RECORDS!!!
ADE OSHINOWO - Indoor Shot 40’ 6.75”
JANEA KENDRICK - Indoor High Jump 5’4”
(Tie)
ADE OSHINOWO - Shot Put - 42’ 6.5”
ADE OSHINOWO - Discus - 136’ 1”

ONE NEW FRESHMAN RECORD!!
LAUREN SHIMMON - 200 DASH 27.1

18 New All-Time Top-Ten Performances!
#1 All-Time -- Ade Oshinowo – Shot - 42’ 6.5”
Ade Oshinowo – Discus - 136’ 1”
#2 All-Time – Ima Oyekan – Triple Jump – 32’ 9”
Janea Kendrick – 100 Dash – Tie - 12.6
Janea Kendrick – High Jump – Tie - 5’ 4”
#3 All-Time – Janea Kendrick – Long Jump – 16’ 3.75”
Nicole St. Clair – 3200 Run – 11:51.3
Janea Kendrick – 200 Dash – Tie - 26.5
#4 All-Time – Malisha Dunigan – Triple Jump – 30’ 1”
#5 All-Time – Courtney Moran – 1600 Run – 5:31.9
3200 Relay – 10:00.2 – Charity Pruitt, Sara Larson,
Kara Pawlak, Sarah Christl
#6 All-Time – Sarah Christl – 800 Run – 2:26.8
Leslie Shelton – Shot Put – 35’ 8.5”
#7 All-Time – Jessie Schiermeyer – High Jump – 5’ 1”
#8 All-Time – Cidney Moore – Discus – 101’ 0”
Lauren Shimmon – 200 Dash – Tie - 27.1
#9 All-Time – Quiana Evans – 100 Dash – Tie – 13.0
Ima Oyekan – Long Jump – 15’ 9”
JUNIOR VARSITY CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS

3200 RELAY – CHRISTINA FARRELL, KENDRA WOOD, CAROLINE SOONG, LYNETTE LIM

400 RELAY – VANESSA GONZALEZ, MARY WYNN, AUDRA SOLARSKI, HEATHER WILLIS

100 DASH – MALISHA DUNIGAN

800 RUN – LYNETTE LIM

800 RELAY – MARY WYNN, KELLY BLACK, AUDRA SOLARSKI, MALISHA DUNIGAN

TRIPLE JUMP – MALISHA DUNIGAN

Shot Put – CIDNEY MOORE

DISCUS – CIDNEY MOORE